
Name: Zach Zenner

Height: 5-11

Weight: 223

School South Dakota State

Year: Junior

Date: 9/21/2013

Opponent: Nebraska

Score: 20-59

Location: Nebraska

Surface Field Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Tempera

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio Running Back Scouting Checklist

Overall Score: 93

Power Score 17Balance Score : 8

BHandling Score 11

Speed Score 13

Vision Score: 20

Elusiveness Scor 11

Blocking Scor 5

Receiving and Routes Score 4

Durability Score 4.5

Attempts: 21

Rush Yds 202

1st Downs 10

Rush Td 2

Target: 2

Rec: 1

Rec Yds 21

Rec Tds 0

Fumbles 0

Broken Tackles 6

BLKs Assigne 2

BLKs Made 2

Game Stats Category Score

Leg Power: Drives Through Arm Tackles - 3 pts: Yes

Effective Stiff Arm - 1 pt: Yes

Lower Body Jukes - 1 pt: Yes

Upper Body Jukes - 1 pt: No

When Making Cuts - 3 pts: Yes

When Hit Head-On - 3 pts: Yes

When HIt From Indirect Angle - 2 pts: Yes

Carries Ball With Correct Arm - 1 pt: Yes

Ball Security - 3 pts: Yes

Maintains Control When Hit - 7 pts: Yes

Short Area Burst - 7 pts: Yes

1st  2nd Level Separation - 3 pts: Yes

Separation From DBs - 1 pt: Yes

Outside Runs: Speed to the Edge - 2 pts: Yes

Good Decisions - 7 pts: Yes

Correct Diagnosis of Assignments - 2 pts: Yes

Effective Cut Block Technique - 1 pt: Yes

Hand Placement - 1 pt: Yes

Punch - 1 pt No

Mirrors/Good Footwork - 1 pt: Yes

Catches With Proper Hands Technique - 2 pts: Yes

Makes Difficult Catches  - 1 pt: No

Catches With Pack to QB - 1 pt: Yes

Used In the Intermediate/Deep Passing Gm - 1 pt: No

Consistent Target in the Passing Gm - 1 pt: Yes

Consistent Recs on Catchable Passes - 2 pts No

Missed <10% of Opportunities due to Injury - 1.5 pts: Yes

Without Chronic Injuries - 1.5 pts: Yes

Without Injuries Requiring Extensive Rehab - 1.5 pts: Yes

Power Elusiveness

Balance Ball Handling

Speed Vision

Receiving

Blocking

Durability

Initiates Contact and Punishes Defenders - 1 pt Yes

Runs Behind Pads/Good Pad Level - 5 pts:: Yes

2nd Effort /Legs Moving After Contact -7 pts: Yes

Variation of Stride Length - 4 pts: Yes

Variation of Stride Pace - 3 pts: Yes

String Moves Together - 1 pt: No

Sharp Lateral Cuts - 3 pts: 1

Judicious: Inside vs. Outside - 1.5 pts: Yes

Patience - 7 pts: Yes

Line Reads and Effective Anticipation - 3 pts: Yes

Open Field - 1 pt: 1



Name: Zach Zenner Date: 9/21/2013 Opponent: Nebraska

The Rookie Scouting Portfolio RB Scouting Profile
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No.31

Runs with a gait a lot like a bigger, stronger, faster, Donald Brown. He's a swift back with excellent pad level and the balance to bounce off hits, keep his legs moving, and push 
a pile or extend his body for extra yards at the end of a play. His burst to the edge or through a gap is notable and he has a third gear in the open field to extend his separation 
against defensive backs. He reads his blocks and penetration well enough to make good choices with secondary creases. Mature runner capable of adjusting to penetration but 
maintaining course towrds ultimate goal of crease that's available. Runs tight to blocks when has to and can cadjust pace and stride so he doesn't run into backs of blocks in 
tight creases. Will exploit tight creases and run through trash. Godo job carryin the ball under either arm. He flashes skill with stand up to move his feet throughotut he play 
and mirro the ddefender with good hand placement. Flashes some skill to layer a move in the open field, but only saw a couple of moves and neither were really dynamic--one 
was potentially so if not wrapped from behind while tryingto execute it.
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Ran a lot of looks in a spread against dime, nickel, quarters, and 3-3-5 coverage.While he has a good feel for soft spots in the defense in short yardage, I do wonder if this will 
remain the sam way when facing boxes with more defenders packed in it. Right now he's winning short yardage due to part persistance, pad level, and buying a little time 
behind his line not getting completely blown up. Can ccut, dip, and bend to change direction but not a dynamic guy in temrs of moves and lateral agility. Lost a ball due to 
fighting the sun, which I think would be fairly common, but still needs to get better at tracking.
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1st and 10 with 12:44 in the first quarter from a 1x3 receiver 10 eprsonnel psitol with Zenner behind the QB and the ball at the right hash fot he 45 of Nebraaska verus a nickel 
look with two deep safeties. Read option with LG-C collapsing line ot the inside as Zenner took the exchange. RB got a big hole and took it up the middle clsoe to the midlde of 
the line beofre dropping his pads into the oncomign LB and falling ofrward for the 40, extending the ball to the 39 before he hit the ground. Good use of his legs and pad level 
to finish, earning three yards after cotnact.  2x2 receiver 10 perosnnel pistol on 2nd and 4 with 8:01 in the first quarter from the right hash of the 35 of SDS verusa 3-3-5 look 
with an LB blitz showing in the A gap left of C. Read option with the line collapsing from the RG/C inside and Zenner pressed the hole to the left  and slid outside the 
penetration to the left, keeping his legs movign through the contact with his G pushed ininto the bakcfiel and sliding through contact by the DT to reach the LOS. Good job 
keeping his legs moving to turn this potential loss of three for a gain of two, falling forward. Very good job reading the penetration off each guard side and sliding through a 
wrap at the LOS to continue pushing forward for the gain. 1x2 receiver 11 perosnnel pistol with the RB behidn the QB and the ball at the 37 of SDS in the middle of he field 
versus a nickel look with one safety deep. LB bltiz through the Bgap on the right side as Zenner took the exchange and the OL had the RG slading outsde to double team the DE 
to the ILB not blitzing. Zenner took the excahnge and bounced the play to the edge. He sprinte past the DE at the rigth hash and ran through a reach by the DE to get the first 
down, accelerate around the corner at the nubmers to the 43 where he picked up an outside seal by this WR on the CB. He reached the 49 and dipped otuside the S coming 
over top to reach the number sof the right flat. He ran through a wrap to his legs by the CB at the 45 of Nebraska, reaching the 30 before pursuit over top cut his legs at the 
29. Excellent stiff arm around the corner on the DE to get down hill early in the run.  2x1 receiver 11 perosnnel pistol with the ball at the left hash of the Nebraska three veruss 
a nickel look with seven in the box with6:57 in the first quarter. Took the exchange with the double team of the C-LG to the left side but bounced it inside the RG who collaped 
the DT ot he left side. Nice dip further inside and pad level to reach the two and drag a wrapper over the goal line for his second score. Ball high and tight unnder the left arm 
and took a good shot over top by the safety whle hangling on.  2x2 receiver 10 personnel pistol with the ball at the 36 of Nebraska's righ thash and Zenner behind the QB. 
Nebraska in a dime look. Line collapsed from right to left with the C working to the LB off a double-team. Zenner took the ball throug the hole up right hash, burst fast enough 
to reach the defender ocming down the line but get momentum to fall through the hit at the 35 to the 32 with 5:26 in the firstququarter.  2nd and 1 from the 31 behind a 1x2 
receiver 11 perosnnel psitol with the ball at the right hash with the C/RG double teaming the DE and C to LB in this nickel look. Zenner couldn't find a crase as it closed, but slid 
outside and then back to the inside to dive under the line to get the first down. Broke the tackle of the DL comnig downt eh line and wrapping his legs. Not great vision, but 
persistent and found the soft spot. Good ball protection and leg drive.  2:03 I the irst quarter from a 2x2 receiver 10 personnel psitol set with the ball anear the right hash of 
the 25 of Nebreaska versus a nickel look with two deep safeties and Zenner to the right of the QB C worked ot the MLB and one one one blocks across the four man front as 
Zenner took the exhange. Decisive job finding the crease outside the LG and hitting ti fast. Dipped inside the LB over top at the 17 to get a good angle inside. Nearly ran hruogh 
the wrap at the 15, but pursuie from the bakcside also hit and Zenner fell forward to the 13. Does a good job dratting defenders. Good job reading the LB and the C to diop the 
play to the left side of the line. 1st and 10 with 12:30 in the half from a 2x1 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol with the FB left of the QB and Zenner behind the FB. Ball int eh middle 
of the fielda t the 25 of SDS and Nebraska in a 4-3 look with one deep safety at the elft hah about 17 yards deep. Line lsanted left with the FB working to the left flat before the 
snap. Good job squeezing behidn the LG collapsing lineman inside and getting throug the LOS and accelerating to the right flat with a nice dip behind his second level block. 
Very decisive adjustment with a cut beind the LOS to avoid the outide pursuite and dip inside the crease to squeeze through. Then emerged with a dip otuside to reach the right 
hash and reached the 40 beofre the S wrapped him high and dropped him, but not after Zenner used a sfif arm to ward off some of the contact and continue foreward those 
final five yards. From the 37-42. 1st and 10 from the right hash of the SDS 42 from a 20 personnel 2x1 receiver pistol with FB to the right of the QB and Zenner bheind the QB 
with he ball at the right hash with 11:49 in the half. C-RG double tiem with FB winding to the left edge as Zenenr took the exchange at the right ahs. Took smaller stops behind 
his blocks ont eh right side and powered foreward to the 46. Good job shortening stride to stay behind blocks and then power forward. Ball under both arms, too. 1st and 10 
with 4:16 in the half from a 1x2 receiver 11 perosnnel psitol with the ball at the 25 of SDS at the middleof the fielaa nd Zenner right of the QB in ostil. 4-3 look with two deep 
otuside the hashes with CB's 5-7 off. One-on-one block with C working to MLB nad LT and TE double teamign the left edge. Good press to RG and dip outsi the C to LT as eh 
reache dthe LOS to heit the creaes and reach the 33beofre wrapped from behind at the legs, Ran through much of he wrap tot eh 35 before falling. Nice in and out dip tthrought 
the crease for 10. 1st and 10 with 3:37 in the half from a weakside twin right pistol set with Zenner left of the QB over the strong side G and ball near middle of the field at the 
35 veruss a 4-3 look with MLB tight ot eh line near B gap. Line slanted right with C working to the LB. LT/LG collapsed play inside and Zenner pressed towrds RG beore dipping 
to left guard, which baited the LB too far inside and he hit the hole to get to the 38 beofre hit by the CB from the left side and fell forward to the 41 for a gain of six. Good press 
and cut. 1st and 10 with 14:26 in the third quarter from a 1x2 personnel 20 personnel pistol with the ball at th left hash of the 36 verus sa nickel look with a S down tine h box 
oppsite the FB's right flnak of the QB and Zenner behind the QB. LT to the second level to leave the edge man open on this play with the FB winding to the left ed to block as 
the resof the line had one-on-ones. Found crease outside LG and worekd threesyards beofre hit and kept legs moving forward to get two more.  2nd and 5 with 13:45 in the 
hrid quarter from a 2x1 rcweiver 11 perosnnel psitol to the left of the QB and the ball at the 41 verus sa nicle lok with one depe safety. Good dip to the left of penetration byh 
the DT in the middle to work around the penetration and then dip furthe rto the right to stiff arm anLB to the groudn and bounce it to the 43 beofre hit headon by DB. Still 
twisted through the grab and didn't get pushed all the way back. Godo second effort for three ayrds.
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2nd and 6 with 12:27 in the first quarter froma  2x2 receiver 10 personnel pistol behind the QB and the ball at the right has of the 40 with Nebraska in a 3-3-5 look with a 
quarters looking DB set. Read option with the RG/C collapsing to the left and Zenner takign the ball tight to the center side. The OLB off the left tackle had an angle unfettered 
to the crease, but Zenner's burst was good enough to beat the OLB to the hole and through the crease, running through the wrap at the 35 and free up the right hash. He split a 
CB over top form the righ and a CB from behind coming form the left to the 25 and extended that lead to the 10. He made it untouched. Great burst. Ball high and tight under 
left arm.With 7:30 in the first quarter. 1x2 receiver 11 perosnnel pistol with the RB behidn the QB and the ball at the 37 of SDS in the middle of he field versus a nickel look 
with one safety deep. LB bltiz through the Bgap on the right side as Zenner took the exchange and the OL had the RG slading outsde to double team the DE to the ILB not 
blitzing. Zenner took the excahnge and bounced the play to the edge. He sprinte past the DE at the rigth hash and ran through a reach by the DE to get the first down, 
accelerate around the corner at the nubmers to the 43 where he picked up an outside seal by this WR on the CB. He reached the 49 and dipped otuside the S coming over top 
to reach the number sof the right flat. He ran through a wrap to his legs by the CB at the 45 of Nebraska, reaching the 30 before pursuit over top cut his legs at the 29. 
Excellent stiff arm around the corner on the DE to get down hill early in the run.  2x1 receiver 11 perosnnel pistol with the ball at the left hash of the Nebraska three veruss a 
nickel look with seven in the box with6:57 in the first quarter. Took the exchange with the double team of the C-LG to the left side but bounced it inside the RG who collaped 
the DT ot he left side. Nice dip further inside and pad level to reach the two and drag a wrapper over the goal line for his second score. Ball high and tight unnder the left arm 
and took a good shot over top by the safety whle hangling on. 2x2 receiver 10 eprsonnel pistol on 1st and 10 with 5:07 I the first quarter fwith the ball near the left hash of the 
45 of SDS and Zenner right of the QB veruss a Dime look with one safety deep at ther ight hash. Zenner shfited to the left of the QB befroe the snap. LG worked towrds C and 
up to the LB. Zenner took the exchange and bounced the play to RG upon reading helmets by the defenders coming ot the inside of the right edge. He worked to the right flat , 
reaching the hash two yards downfield as the LB pursuied and and dove to wrap Zenner's hips, but the RB's burst was too good and the RB got outsie the hash at the 49, 
dipped down hill at the 50 and dipped outside the safety's pursuot over top towards the CB at the 42. the CB wrapped Zenner's legs and knocked the RB to the ground at the 
39. Ball high and tight under right arm.  2x2 receiver 10 personnel pistol with the ball at the 36 of Nebraska's righ thash and Zenner behind the QB. Nebraska in a dime look. 
Line collapsed from right to left with the C working to the LB off a double-team. Zenner took the ball throug the hole up right hash, burst fast enough to reach the defender 
ocming down the line but get momentum to fall through the hit at the 35 to the 32 with 5:26 in the firstququarter. Ball under right arm.  2nd and 1 from the 31 behind a 1x2 
receiver 11 perosnnel psitol with the ball at the right hash with the C/RG double teaming the DE and C to LB in this nickel look. Zenner couldn't find a crase as it closed, but slid 
outside and then back to the inside to dive under the line to get the first down. Broke the tackle of the DL comnig downt eh line and wrapping his legs. Not great vision, but 
persistent and found the soft spot. Good ball protection and leg drive. 2:03 I the irst quarter from a 2x2 receiver 10 personnel psitol set with the ball anear the right hash of the 
25 of Nebreaska versus a nickel look with two deep safeties and Zenner to the right of the QB C worked ot the MLB and one one one blocks across the four man front as Zenner 
took the exhange. Decisive job finding the crease outside the LG and hitting ti fast. Dipped inside the LB over top at the 17 to get a good angle inside. Nearly ran hruogh the 
wrap at the 15, but pursuie from the bakcside also hit and Zenner fell forward to the 13. Does a good job dratting defenders. Good job reading the LB and the C to diop the play 
to the left side of the line. Ball under left arm. 1st and 10 with 12:30 in the half from a 2x1 receiver 20 perosnnel pistol with the FB left of the QB and Zenner behind the FB. 
Ball int eh middle of the fielda t the 25 of SDS and Nebraska in a 4-3 look with one deep safety at the elft hah about 17 yards deep. Line lsanted left with the FB working to the 
left flat before the snap. Good job squeezing behidn the LG collapsing lineman inside and getting throug the LOS and accelerating to the right flat with a nice dip behind his 
second level block. Very decisive adjustment with a cut beind the LOS to avoid the outide pursuite and dip inside the crease to squeeze through. Then emerged with a dip 
otuside to reach the right hash and reached the 40 beofre the S wrapped him high and dropped him, but not after Zenner used a sfif arm to ward off some of the contact and 
continue foreward those final five yards. From the 37-42.Ball udner right arm.1st and 10 from the right hash of the SDS 42 from a 20 personnel 2x1 receiver pistol with FB to 
the right of the QB and Zenner bheind the QB with he ball at the right hash with 11:49 in the half. C-RG double tiem with FB winding to the left edge as Zenenr took the 
exchange at the right ahs. Took smaller stops behind his blocks ont eh right side and powered foreward to the 46. Good job shortening stride to stay behind blocks and then 
power forward. Ball under both arms, too.  2nd and 6 with 11:22 in the half from a 2x2 receiver 10 eprsonnel pistol with the ball at the right hash of the 45 of SDS veruss a 
nickel look with one deep safety. Mature run to avoid ethe DE on the mesh poitn of the read option by dipipng toards the center but maintaining path to get down hill to the 50. 




